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Projets olympiens et ruines : les transformations de Soči
William Nickell
1 The  reconstruction  of  Sochi  in  preparation  for  the  2014  Olympiad  has  dramatically
transformed the city and raised a series of issues relating to preservation of architectural
landmarks  of  regional  and  national  significance.  Some  structures  have  been  lost,
including the popular Sputnik movie theatre and several sanatoria; but while residents
lament these casualties, a more audible outcry has been raised over the compromise of
the overall look and feel of the city, as a new generation of high-rise buildings appears on
what had historically been a relatively flat  architectural  horizon.  Redevelopment has
transfigured the appearance, but also the atmosphere and ethos of the city, as the once
democratic  resort  increasingly  orients  its  marketing  and  design  to  Russian  and
international elites. 
2 Preservation efforts have been marginal,  in spite of a palpable consensus among city
residents regarding the demise of the city’s charm. “They’ve ruined the city,” concluded a
woman selling local tour packages from a kiosk in September 2013, and it is a sentiment
that is echoed frequently. Longtime Soviet mayor (1955-1977) Viacheslav Voronkov stood
up for the old Sochi,  but died in 2009 and proved no match for the forces that have
wrought change upon the city. Redevelopment has been directed from Moscow, and has
been  shaped  by  national  objectives.  The  entire  territory  of  Greater  Sochi  has  been
appropriated by eminent domain in order to develop a world-class host city – for tourism,
but also for international sporting, investment and diplomatic events. 
3 In fact, the city has long been designed from Moscow because of its unique climatic and
geographic status within Russia and the Soviet Union. Its proximity to mineral waters,
long  stretches  of  coastline,  and  sub-tropical  and  alpine  climates  have  captured  the
imagination of Kremlin visionaries from Stalin to Putin – and as a result, the city has
repeatedly been the object of dramatic development plans. In the Soviet period the city
was envisioned as a national health resort for workers, a model space in which the new
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Soviet woman and man could be cultivated. In the post-Soviet period, Sochi figures as an
international resort and host city for world-class events, but also as an environment in
which new national objectives can be modeled and projected. These periods of intensive
development  have  produced  discreet  architectural  layers,  which  now  collide  on  the
contemporary landscape. 
4 The conflict of progress with preservation in Sochi has produced struggle over buildings
and spaces, but is best understood as a problem centered in nonmaterial culture. In the
pages below we will examine some case studies involving individual properties, but will
focus more deliberately on the question of governing principles that have been used to
approach the balance of development and preservation in Sochi. It will become clear that
the primary heritage properties of the city are as much social and philosophical as they
are physical, and that in many cases the protection of structures has not managed to stem
the erosion of old systems of cultural architecture. 
 
City of the future 
5 The title of  Soviet-era mayor Voronkov’s 2005 book Sochi  and Sochians:  Memoirs  of  the
Future points to an abiding futuristic orientation in Sochi. The city was not situated on a
historic trade route, nor did it have any longstanding local industry. The pre-Russian
history  of  the  territory  features  indigenous  populations,  and  has  not  been  widely
acknowledged:  following  the  ceding  of  the  Caucasus  to  Russia  by  Turkey,  native
inhabitants  were  forcibly  relocated  as  Russian  settlers  gradually  occupied  the  land.1 
Russian narratives of the region describe it as undeveloped and inhospitable before the
20th century.  The mineral  waters  of  Matsesta  were first  developed in 1902,  and the
beginnings of a resort industry were charted on the idea that this atypical Russian clime
could be transformed into a Caucasian Riviera. Pre-revolutionary entrepreneurs made
relatively little progress in this direction, though: some private properties, such as the
Khludova dacha (1896), were followed by a series of hotels, including a large resort, the
Caucasian Riviera (1909), and the Pansion Svetlana (1910), a favorite of revolutionaries
before and after 1917. At the time of the Bolshevik revolution, however, Sochi was still a
sleepy seaside town, with a few sanatoria that catered to a modest number of annual
tourists. 
6 Things did not change much in the early Soviet years. In 1916 the town’s population was
13,254, and ten years later it had dropped slightly. Beginning in 1934, however, intensive
construction took place that would eventually lead to the creation of the most popular
tourist destination of the Soviet Union. As a 1934 Pravda article explained: 
The reconstruction of Sochi-Matsesta, the transformation of a picturesque seaside
nook from a preserve of wild Russian aristocrats into a health resort for thousands
and hundreds of thousands, will be listed among the great works of the second Five-
Year Plan, along with the industrial constructions, canals and power stations.2 
7 By the end of the 1930s, the city’s population had increased five-fold, and the number of
annual visitors had entered the hundreds of thousands. As the Soviets built a socialist
vacation industry, Sochi became its capital. Hopes for this system were grand: it would
produce health, and thus higher productivity, but would also instill new values and play a
key role in shaping the Socialist future. 
8 Today the city continues to embrace this sense of destiny. Its current marketing slogan,
emblazed on billboards and souvenirs, is “Sochi – City of the Future.” One can find it
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everywhere, more typically in English than in Russian. The past, so heavily inflected by
the Soviet  project  in the city,  has  lost  a  good part  of  its  cultural  currency.  Tourism
dropped from four and a half million visitors in 1987 to less than a million in 1995. During
the boom years of the mid2000s the number rose again to three million, but was still
significantly lower than during the Soviet period. Russians who could afford a vacation in
the south were often flying past Sochi to Turkey, where prices and service were better.
Most importantly, the socio-economic infrastructure that had supported Sochi’s tourism
industry had crumbled. The trade unions that once financed the city’s sanatoria no longer
had the financial resources or political incentives to sponsor restorative vacations for
their members. Some sanatoria supported by branches of government (military, police,
secret service, federal tax service, executive branch) still thrive, but those that served the
industrial sector have been privatized, and in some cases, closed or demolished. 
9 An aggressive redevelopment plan has been devised to stem this tide. Billions have been
spent to upgrade and modernize the tourist industry, and huge stakes were placed on
bids for the 2014 Olympics and 2018 World Cup, which would showcase the city as a
world-class destination. The engine for this development was speculative investment, and
the city has been positioned as a financial vehicle: assets could be safely risked in this
market,  as  real  estate  values  were  certain  to  grow  as  the  Games  approached  and
redevelopment progressed. Leonid Tyagachyov, head of the Russian Olympic Committee,
told a correspondent of Rossiiskaya gazeta that “investments in the Olympics in Sochi will
pay off, because a new resort comparable to St. Moritz or Courchevel will appear on the
map which will generate a profit of at least $1 billion annually.”3 Olympic-standard ski
slopes at Krasnaya Polyana, for instance, would give Sochi an edge over popular European
resorts. 
10 On top of this financial model stood another, in which the city represented a resurgent
Russia entering a period of dramatic economic ascendance. In this scheme the city was
situated on the edge of  an economic frontier,  and served as  a  kind of  model  home,
showcasing possibilities that could be realized by developing the country’s heartland.
This was a wager that Moscow, and specifically Putin, had placed on the project even
before the Olympic bid was secured. The first International Investment Forum Sochi was
held in 2002. Since then it has become an annual gathering and is seen as one of the main
investment events on the Russian economic calendar. Once Russia found success in selling
Sochi as a site for major international events (Olympic, G-8 and World Cup), it seemed
that the entire process was working. (fig. 1)
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Fig. 1. “The Future is Beautiful” proclaims a 2011 billboard
©William Nickell
11 As of 2014, however, it appears that these conditions may have produced a classic market
bubble. In the wake of securing the Olympic bid, which was gained at the height of the
world economic and real  estate boom, Sochi went through a period of  overconfident
investment  and  planning.  Real  estate  prices  rose  precipitously,  and  the  city’s
transformation from a working-class to a spa-style resort gathered dramatic momentum.
The financial crisis slowed this process, and a number of grandiose projects were stalled
or abandoned, but the government continued to push its initiative, convinced that Sochi
could become a hub of new economic opportunity. As the world economy improved and
the  2014  Games  approached,  construction  once  again  moved  at  a  frenetic  pace,  but
narratives of the city's future continue to be oriented toward a still-unachieved tipping
point, at which the city would achieve international renown, its economy would boom,
and the new Russian idea would be sold. 
12 As suggested above, the resting of such hopes on a seaside resort is not a uniquely post-
Soviet phenomenon. The Soviets viewed the city as a model for other health resorts, as a
Pravda article explained in 1935:
Indeed, this is only the first example, the first model to show how dozens of other
resorts should be developed and built, of joyous, happy cities of rest and health.4
13 They also used the city to demonstrate values and social programs to the rest of the
world: Sochi became a showplace, where foreign dignitaries could be entertained and see
Soviet policy in its best lights. The resort system could restore the health of workers, but
also generate faith in national values and legitimate the system in the eyes of the world.
As the architect Aleksandr Samoilov explained, health resorts were considered a crucial
element of cultural construction – and since Sochi was a model resort, it represented a
carefully designed tool in social engineering.5
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14 Thus in both the Soviet and post-Soviet periods Sochi has been treated as an instrumental
space, in which national ideas could be modeled and developed. As such, it has reflected
with particular drama the epochal changes that have swept the territory of the former
Soviet Union over the past twenty years. Any contemporary post-Soviet city represents
an architectural palimpsest, but in Sochi the layers stand in heightened contrast because
the old style, and the ideas it represented, are still so legible. Top this past with a new
model city, and the result is distinct architectural registers that express the fundamental
social  tensions  of  post-Soviet  Russia.  The  city’s  skyline  has  become  a  topographic
representation of the transitional economy: an older generation of buildings representing
Soviet  attention to  the  broad masses  suffers  neglect,  while  towering new complexes
devoted to the upper classes assert their dominance visually. The elite high-rises offer
daily provision of luxuries enjoyed only temporarily by vacationers during the Soviet
period, such as resepshen and concierge desks, alongside carefully controlled privacy and
security.  The  naming  and  marketing  of  the  new  constructions  underscores  these
changing values,  as  a snobbish nomenclature  overwrites  a  Soviet  lexicon of  populist
names and principles. Even the rebranding of Sochi as an alpine resort conforms to this
tendency: the new signature entertainment is an upper class diversion that contrasts
sharply with the democratic tradition of bathing at sea level. 
15 And while officials continually refer to the necessity of preserving the city’s identity as a
resort, they use the latter term in a new way. The Soviets had laid out the parks and
sanatoria in a coherent plan oriented to the worker vacation on a collective and mass
scale. In the intensive planned construction of the 1930s and after the war, architects and
city planners collaborated to create a common visual language. The projects of today are
more  notable  for  their  singularity:  towers  that  trump  one  another,  competing  for
prominence  in  the  skyline  and on the  market.  They do not  blend with the  existing
architecture,  but  resonate  instead  with  the  foreign  resorts  with  which  the  Russian
authorities see themselves contending: the Riviera, Monaco, and Dubai. 
 
The Sochi we have lost 
16 Oleg Sheveiko, who served as the city’s chief architect from 2009 to 2012, suggested that
he  was  striking  a  balance  between  old  and  new  when  he  argued  for  some  zoning
restrictions for high-rises, and for the creation of a new style for the city that would be
refined,  or  courtly  (izyskannyi),  combining  elements  of  resort  style  with  high-rise
construction.6 These  zones  do  not  appear  to  have  been successful  in  preserving  the
historic quality of the city, however. A website devoted to “The Sochi We Have Lost”
details a series of defeats on the preservation front, and a report on a 2011 public hearing
on new plans for the city described those citizens attending as “trying to preserve at least
the little that is left of their city-park.”7 (fig. 2)
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Fig. 2. A view from the city’s main square in 2011
©William Nickell
17 This latter term, gorod-park, is not taken lightly by long-time residents of Sochi. As they
observe the haphazard development around them, they refer nostalgically to the past,
when  the  city  was  laid  out  like  a  large  park,  its  individual  elements  integrated  by
landscaped paths and unifying stylistic and structural elements. As Samoilov noted, Sochi
and other resort projects should “have a conceptual basis uniting all of the individual
projects into a common system” – coherent planning of these elements would result in
artistic architectural expressiveness and organization, which would in turn contribute to
meeting the objectives of the Soviet rest industry.8
18 Many  of  Sochi’s  new  residential  complexes  also  claim  to  create  a  comprehensive
atmosphere of care and rest, but do so in the language of exclusivity, and often refer to
security and seclusion from the outside environs. Those outside these enclaves complain,
on  the  other  hand,  that  the  new high-rises  are  “oppressive,”  making  the  landscape
stressful,  rather than restful.  Tall  buildings obstruct  what were breezy,  unobstructed
views of the sea, overshadowing parks and the city’s famous palm trees. The head of
Cultural Affairs at Ordzhonikidze sanatorium spoke at length about the great wisdom of
the Soviet architects who integrated the individual resorts along Kurortny Prospect into a
unified  plan.  She  could  point  to  a  diorama displayed  on  the  grounds  of  her  resort,
showing the way Ordzhonikidze was incorporated with neighboring sanatoria, sharing a
common landscaping design. Today many of the sidewalks that formed the network of
pedestrian communication between these sites have fallen into disrepair,  or,  in some
cases, into private hands. A recent public waterfront path, beautifully laid out, is lined
with private beaches.
19 Implicit in many of these reflections on the city’s changing landscape is a nostalgia for
the  horizontal  socio-economic  architecture  represented  by  the  old  pedestrian  paths.
Trade unions, the party, and the government committed vast funds to the construction of
health resorts and paid the lion’s share (usually 85%) of the cost of most vacations. In his
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book on sanatorium architecture, Samoilov explicitly identified this link of the physical
to the social: 
Every success in this domain confirms the victory of socialist humanism, and the
reality of Stalinist care for the individual.9
20 In the 1930s, key government figures like Kliment Voroshilov and Sergo Ordzhonikidze
personally oversaw construction of Sochi’s sanatoria, for which many of the country’s
best architects were recruited, including N. V. Zholtovskii, V. A. Shchuko, A. V. Shchusev,
M. I. Merzhanov, A. V. Samoilov, I. S. Kuznetsov, and the Vesnin Brothers. Fifteen new
sanatoria were built between 1934 and 1940, most with the columns, fountains, statues,
porticos, and grand facades characteristic of the so-called Stalinist “empire” style. The
most famous of these worker palaces was the Ordzhonikidze Sanatorium, which featured
high arched ceilings painted by artists from Palekh. In propaganda of the time, Sochi was
represented as a place of many mansions, a temporary paradise, and some still remember
it that way.
21 The city’s  permanent residents  were also the beneficiaries  of  Soviet  planning.  In his
aforementioned book,  Voronkov claims  that  housing  projects  constructed  during his
terms as  mayor were built  with large courtyards intended as  “a continuation of  the
sanatorium parks with their rich greenery.”10 Residential complexes were constructed
according  to  the  pavilion  method,  spacing  buildings  apart  to  preserve  a  sense  of
openness.  Residents of the Boulogne Forest complex in Paris paid exorbitant fees for
similar design features, he noted, but in the Soviet case the government had paid this
premium. As a result, the sea breeze and mountain winds of Sochi circulated properly
through residential  areas built  according to this  principle.  More recent construction,
“chaotic” extensions and additions (pristroiki, sploshnye zastroiki, nadstroiki), on the other
hand, resulted in building densities that raise temperatures of 3-4 degrees higher during
the  summer  in  some  areas  of  the  city.  While  the  pavilion  method  required  greater
expense, it was suitable for a city serving as a resort of international stature.11 
22 During Voronkov’s tenure development was realized according to a general Project for
the Organization of Work (Proekt organizatsii rabot). This model rationalized the workflow,
created efficiencies of scale, and established quality standards. A plant for production of
prefabricated construction blocks was built in order to facilitate the process. According to
this plan, with its rapid pace of construction, the city’s less desirable housing (“barracks”)
was being replaced by new construction, and the waiting list for apartments in Sochi
would have been eliminated by 1985. Now, however, the interests of Sochi’s citizens were
being compromised to serve those wishing to exploit the land for their own profit. In
Voronkov’s  view,  post-Soviet  development  in  Sochi  has  been  characterized  by  poor
oversight, secrecy and corruption, and the fundamental interests of the city’s inhabitants
have neither been addressed nor even officially clarified. During his regime, on the other
hand, the city’s objectives and approval processes were “clear and transparent.”12 
 
A New Sochi on The Rise 
23 Voronkov’s Soviet optimism may not ring true, but his narrative resonates with popular
views on the value of the old versus the new in Sochi. “The whole center of the resort-city
of Sochi is becoming unsuitable not only for rest and healing, but for living,” he argues,
with particular disdain for the new high-rise “monsters” (a common pejorative for the
buildings in Sochi.)13 Current mayor Anatoly Pakhomov predictably promotes a different
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story. In his view the city was in dire need of renovation, and was unable to compete with
foreign resorts with its former, Soviet infrastructure.14 Russia needed “a tourist center
with high-rises and world class service” in order to stem the tide of travel abroad. Prices
in  Sochi  exceeded  value,  a  problem  that  would  be  rectified  by  reconstruction.
Acknowledging that in the run-up to the Olympics prices continued to be unrealistic, he
believed that  the market would produce the necessary adjustments,  making the new
Sochi more accessible.15 
24 The roaring real estate boom has required other interventions, however. In the summer
of 2013 an eighteen-month moratorium on new construction was enacted for the entire
Krasnodar region resulting from a series of building violations. Perm′its were acquired
for private homes, for instance, and the recipients would build multi-storied apartment
complexes.  Violations  were  so  extensive  that  officials  could  not  keep  up  with  their
inspection (and demolition) schedule. The moratorium also aimed to quiet the frenzy of
construction  in  anticipation  of  the  Olympiad.  Regional  governor Aleksandr  Tkachev
explained:
There are times when the interests of one’s home town and its inhabitants need to
be placed above commercial interests. During the Games Sochi will become the face
of the country in the full  sense of  the term. And we cannot allow uncontrolled
construction, noise, and dust to disfigure it.16
25 While discussion of the moratorium focused on the transgressions of private landowners,
developers and city planners have also been susceptible to rogue excess. A number of
projects approved by the local and national government also went too high, for instance,
or proved out of scale with real needs and possibilities. Most troubling for local citizens
were cases where older buildings, such as the Sputnik movie theatre and the Chaika hotel,
perished as a result of abortive projects. 
26 The Sputnik opened in June 1962 (architect Evgenii Serdiukov), and was one of the film
palaces  that  thrived  during  the  heyday  of  Soviet  cinema.  (It  resembled  the  famous
Rossiya theatre on Tverskaya in Moscow.) In accord with its name, the Sputnik had an
airy design, with a tall glass enclosure of its foyer that was dominated by a large space-
themed mosaic by Arthur Skripnikov. Situated near the waterfront, it had been the city’s
most popular cinema, a cultural center that was often featured in promotional material
for  Sochi.  The  port  authority  even  built  a  small  replica  of  the  theatre  to  house  an
observation deck in the harbor. A new project for the site proposed by the Gras Group
was also to have included a movie theatre, but along with it a 21-story structure housing
the  city’s  first  premiere  business  center  and  a  broad  range  of  commercial  and
recreational enterprises.17 Only after the old theatre was demolished did the project’s
engineers determine that the new structure was not feasible for the location, situated in
the flood plain of the nearby Sochi River.18 Today there is simply a parking lot where the
theatre once stood.19 
27 The Hotel Chaika was centrally located, across from the city railway station. As with the
Sputnik,  it  was  demolished  with  the  intention  of  adding,  rather  than  subtracting:  a
grandiose complex named Sochi City would include a five star hotel in a suite of buildings
serving a host of other functions.20 The project was approved by the city, its trademark
registered, and the original Chaika was demolished. Construction was begun in January
2008,  funded  by  the  Newland  (N′uland)  investment  group,  but  as  with  the  Sputnik,
geological conditions stalled this Beulah Land.21 It was reassigned to a Czech firm in 2010,
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before finally being bought back by the city because the project did not conform to new
zoning prerogatives, which now prohibited high-rises in this part of the city.22
28 As with the Sputnik, the site was converted to parking.23
29 The intervention of zoning concerns is notable in this case, but does little to dispel the
sense of chaotic planning that has disturbed observers. A Russian saying, “It is easier to
demolish than to build,” (lomat′ –  ne  stroit ′)  has been popular in discussions of  these
projects.  It has also proven easier to plan than to build. This has been the case with
proposals  to  construct  artificial  islands  off  the  city’s  coast.  Sochi  Island  was  to  be
connected to the central part of the city, and featured a high-rise resembling the Olympic
torch, with ten floors devoted to a boutique hotel and another twenty to apartments.24 
The 6.2 billion dollar Federation Island project was approved by Putin in 2007, and would
have created a six-hundred-acre archipelago in the shape of Russia. It was supposed to be
built in 2009, but instead that year the developers were discussing ways of relocating it in
shallower waters.25 In February 2012 it was reported that construction might begin in the
summer of that year if permission was received from the regional government. At present
there is no sign that either of these projects will be carried out.26
30 The  financial  crisis  of  2008  introduced  additional  instability  to  Sochi’s  construction
market. The Gras Siti apartment complex, begun on the grounds of the former Zarya
sanatorium,  stood  for  a  number  of  years  as  nothing  more  than  a  foundation.  The
developers were not able to take orders for the property because it was unclear whether
the building was going to be constructed. Meanwhile, construction fencing was covered
with advertising showing a young man pulling back a wrap to reveal the future buildings
–  four  magnificent,  brightly  colored  high-rises.  “Discover  your  Sochi,”  buyers  were
encouraged. Other promotional materials for the project featured the desired denizens of
the new Sochi: Vanity Fair types in white clothing, lounging about on boats and decks. The
original structures were never built, but in this case two imposing buildings did appear,
which  were  briefly  the  tallest  in  the  city.  They  featured  a  new  design,  and  were
christened with a new name: San-Siti,  which in years past might have suggested San
(atorium) City, but in the new idiom represents a phonetic rendering of the English “Sun
City.” (fig. 3)
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Fig. 3. Construction fencing at Gras Citi covered with advertising, encouraging buyers to discover
“their” Sochi at the exclusive development
©William Nickell.
31 Two  notable  sanatoria  have  also  perished.  Nauka,  designed  by  Aleksandr  Samoilov,
featured cascading steps leading past fountains and gardens from the main corpus to the
sea. Built in the 1930s and 1940s, it housed the sanatorium for the ministry of higher
education before being taken over by, and renamed, Intourist. Neil Armstrong joined Yuri
Gagarin for a stay there, and the sanatorium’s register lists a host of other significant
guests. In the post-Soviet period it had fallen into complete disrepair – windows broken
and walls covered with graffiti. In 2006 a proposal was made for a hybrid project to be
named Kamelia that would include a reconstruction of the original building, enhanced by
a new complex featuring a twisting modern tower. When a new general plan clarified
height restrictions in this section of the city, these towers were replaced with buildings of
seven stories. The old buildings were demolished, and the new complex opened shortly
before the Olympics as the Swisshotel Sochi Kamelia. Though this was perhaps a victory
in  terms  of  landscape  preservation,  the  historic  original  structure  was  lost,  and  its
reconstruction compromised stylistically. 
32 Another painful failure on the preservation front can be laid at the feet of the Olympic
Committee. One of the conditions of Sochi’s gaining the games was the construction of an
International Olympic University, which was completed in 2013 on the territory of the
former Maurice Thorez Sanatorium. This Soviet  institution had assimilated,  and thus
preserved, the pre-revolutionary hotels Rossiia, Peterburgskaia, and Grand-Hotel.27 (The
latter  had  been  considered  the  best  hotel  in  Sochi  before  the  appearance  of  the
Kavkazkaia Riv′era.) During the Soviet period new structures were added, including a
wing by B.  V.  Efimovich.  The complex was known as Red Moscow (Krasnaia Moskva)
Sanatorium until 1964, when it was renamed upon the death of Thorez, the longtime
General Secretary of the French Communist Party who had been a frequent visitor to
Sochi. 
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33 A token nod to this history was made with the preservation of a bust of Thorez, which has
been remounted with a plaque, satisfying a demand by the Krasnodar Region Department
for the Preservation of Historical Monuments.28 The larger memorial represented by the
sanatorium and its grounds is gone, however, and the Olympic University was built at
fifteen stories, in the heart of one of the city’s main pedestrian districts – and not far
from  the  Kamelia,  where  such  height  was  prohibited.  A  perception  of  provisional,
discretionary zoning, overseen by executives with compromising political or economic
motivations, was again justified. (A number of other cases of this sort of irregularity have
been  noted,  and  the  former  chief  architect  Sheveiko  has  been  imprisoned  for  such
derogations.) As with a number of the city’s other megaprojects, it is multi-functional,
with only one of its four high-rises actually devoted to the University’s facilities. The
adjoining buildings house luxury accommodations (hotels  and apartments),  providing
financial support for the university as a social institution.
34 The conversion of social space to enterprise zones is taking place on the grounds of other
former sanatoria as well, but economic retrofitting has not always been easy. The city’s
most famous sanatorium, the Ordzhonikidze, and the beautiful hilltop complex of the
Kirov both stand empty, waiting for a developer and a plan. The Kirov was at one time to
be converted to a casino, but when this was not permitted two of its wings were rented
out as apartments. It is now a haunting ghost of its former glory, where parquet floors
and chandeliers meet signs warning guests who dispose of garbage in undesignated areas
that they will be caught and forced to eat what they have dumped. Ordzhonikidze was
closed  in  2010.  It  is  protected  as  an  architectural  landmark,  and  is  supposed  to  be
restored following the Olympics, but stands in ominous decline, its Stalinist Empire style
lending it the look of ancient ruins.
 
Conclusions
35 A 1982 guide to Soviet design notes the importance of urban spaces in the shaping of
consciousness  and  the  promotion  of  worker  productivity.  Cities  were  to  integrate
monumental propaganda, design and green space into a common, ideologically informed
architectural  language  that  would  be  implicitly  apprehended  in  daily  life,  absorbed
during everyday movements and communications. “The formation of the new person is
one of the most important tasks of communist construction.”29 Today in Sochi it is clearly
New Russians who are being courted, and perhaps cultivated, in the city’s redevelopment.
They figure  prominently  in  advertising,  but  are  also  themselves  the developers.  The
yachts of the oligarchs stand in the town harbor, and rumors abound regarding the often
shadowy doings of the country’s one percent with what had once been packaged as a
“ninety-nine-percent” town. The Kirov was bought by Victor Baturin (currently in prison
for fraud), whose sister Yelena is the wife of former Moscow mayor Yuri Luzhkov and the
richest woman in Russia. The new Hyatt complex was developed by Snegiri, a company
co-owned  by  Roman  Abramovich.  Locals  believe  that  Ordzhonikidze  was  acquired
through circuitous means by Vladimir Putin as a gift for Alina Kabaeva.
36 These machinations seem to reprise the history of the 1930s, when Stalin’s inner circle
built  their  own dachas  in  the  hills  above  Sochi,  and sometimes  put  their  names  on
sanatoria for the workers situated below. The cultural overtones are entirely different,
however. Some of the virtues of Sochi are being preserved, but now as luxuries for an
elite clientele; complexes are constructed as little “sitis” within a city, microcosms that
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are cut off from their surroundings as realms of exclusivity. A promotional video for Gras-
Siti describes a funicular that will transport residents to a private beach, which shares a
unified architectural style with the main complex. “What could be more romantic?” the
voice asks; “Sea, beach, sand, and your beloved city: the siti that is being built by Gras.” A
brochure for  the Actor  Galaxy promises:  “You will  find yourself  in  the land of  your
dreams.  You will  feel  like a Hollywood Star!” A promotional  video for Crystal  Tower
depicts a lifestyle of remarkable isolation: an ideal computer-animated couple interact
only with a doorman who meets their car when they arrive and a hostess who escorts
them to  a  rooftop helicopter  when they  leave.  The woman (shopping)  and the  man
(working) are depicted spending their day alone, before retiring for the evening to their
private penthouse.30
37 The spectral figures of oligarchs acquiring the spectral spaces of old sanatoria in order to
build a  series  of  fanciful  (and often unfinished) projects  and attempting to attract  a
clientele of new tourists – who themselves have remained highly spectral – has made the
imagined future appear as something of a mirage. Many of the new complexes are notably
dark at night. The “if you build it they will come” approach is perhaps unintentionally
reflected in the name of one of Sochi’s most active development firms, Macon Realty. New
toponymic  conventions  contribute  to  the  effect,  mixing  languages  and  cosmological
registers: Миллениум тауэр (Millenium Tower), Идеал House (Ideal дом), АктерГэлакси 
(Actor-Galaxy).  Citizens  have  responded  with  pejorative  nicknames:  a  tall  line  of
apartments has been called Китайская стена (Great Wall of China), and a looming tower
shaped like the bow of a ship has been dubbed the Titanic. In both cases, the nicknames
suggest gigantism, but also that the structures are out of place. (fig. 4) 
 
Fig. 4. A new apartment building looms over the courtyard and entrance to Metalurg Sanatorium (1)
©William Nickell
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Fig. 4. A new apartment building looms over the courtyard and entrance to Metalurg Sanatorium (2)
©William Nickell
38 The director of Macon Realty, Ilya Volodko, has acknowledged that the massive build-up
of Sochi may have over-fulfilled the plan. In his view, five times more apartment units
were constructed in Sochi than can be sold over the next three years.31 With the passing
of the Olympiad, real estate prices have already peaked, leaving little reason to view
acquiring property as an investment opportunity. Putin continues to position Sochi as a
resort and international event center, but a June 2014 meeting of the G-8 was relocated
from Sochi to Brussels in protest at events in Ukraine and Crimea. A new Formula One
track is being built, and in June 2014 Putin instructed regional officials to develop a plan
for gaming zones in Sochi, but one wonders if any of these enticements will enable the
new scheme for the city to play out as planned.
39 Communism also never arrived, of course, but for many the Soviet past is more coherent
than the present, and the Soviet future more attractive than current visions. In April 2014
Aleksandr Valov, author of blogsochi,  posted a series of panoramic photographs taken
from  the  top  floor  of  the  Olympic  University,  with  ironic  captions  to  the  new
constructions (one high-rise is labeled a “Pakhomov permitted” building, suggesting the
role of the mayor’s office in circumventing building codes), while a shot of the Soviet-era
Arts  Square  “gladdens  the  eye.”32 The  square  features  a  beautifully  manicured  park
connecting the Art Museum to a statue of Lenin, integrating health, beauty and power in
one flow. The square is eye-catching in a way that its surroundings are not, and reminds
of a time when Sochi’s space felt more public.
40 The planning principles that shaped the development of Sochi during the Soviet period
were especially apt for the kurort environment, but many of them were characteristic of
Soviet  urban design more generally.  In  his  Introduction  to  Urban Construction  of  1963,
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Andrei Stramentov distinguished between congested urban spaces in capitalist countries
and the open, monumental squares in new Soviet urban centers. His book was illustrated
with photographs of vertical crowding on multiple scales in western cities: narrow alleys
between  four-story  buildings  and  congested  streets  squeezed  between  skyscrapers.33 
Stramentov includes a quote from Frederick Gibberd’s Town Planning,  which had been
translated  into  Russian  in  1959,  suggesting  that  the  large  city  was  responsible  for
numerous social evils: higher death and lower birth rates, increases in crime and gang
activity, and inhibitions to what Gibberd had called “the full life” of the ordinary citizen.34
Stramentov cites  Ebenezer  Howard’s  Garden Cities  of  the Future as  an example of  a
tradition of protest against the chaos of the western city.35
41 In a 1979 book Mikhail Barkhin drew a similar contrast between socialist and capitalist
cities,  using  photographs  of  a  western  urban  nightscape  and  the  Novyi  Arbat
development in Moscow. The former glares with chaotic neon advertisements, while the
latter features four identical buildings lit with a simple holiday greeting, 1 MAY, writ
large  by  selective  illumination  of  office  lights,  one  symbol  per  building.36 Another
illustration, of a prototypical Soviet family (mother, father, and one child) walking on a
spacious seaside boardwalk, is captioned with a UNESCO declaration that the principle
and purpose of cities are their people.37
42 The  people  of  Sochi  have  long  been  reared  to  love  the  conceptual  and  aesthetic
framework of their old city. A 1935 Pravda article noted that the number of tourist beds in
Sochi would total about 25,000, allowing 300,000 to rest there over the course of the year.
They acknowledged that this was only half the number available in Miami “during the
period of the boom and speculation” – but also that at present western resorts were in
crisis;  a group of hotel owners from the French Riviera had recently sought financial
assistance  from  the  government  because  their  flow  of  guests  had  dropped  off  to
practically nothing. “No, we prefer our firm 25 thousand Soviet kurort visitors, unaffected
by either the crisis or speculation,” they explained, and promised that there would be
many more similar resorts – “joyous and happy cities of rest and health.”
43 Today Sochi  has  entered that  world of  speculative investment  derided in the Pravda 
article, and has been greatly transformed in a market economy that is probably destined
for a harsh correction.  Miami,  meanwhile,  continues to serve as an object  lesson for
planning, as the architectural density of the city’s coastline is often cited as a warning
against  similar  development  strategies  for  Sochi.  Disdain  for  the  city’s  new cultural
identity also alludes to South Beach: a respondent to Dmitri Medvedev’s Presidential blog
complained that Sochi was being transformed from a kurort city into a festival center and
subtropical discotheque.38 For many, the city is becoming less substantive. Even those
apartments that are sold in the new high-rises are not typically being purchased for year-
round residency. Maiya Danilovskaya, marketing director of the firm that developed the
Sochi Hyatt Regency, acknowledges that in the city’s new buildings lights are often seen
in  only  one  or  two  windows.  “It  is  probably  uncomfortable  to  live  in  a  big,  empty
building,” she acknowledges.39 As a result, the apartment complex at the Hyatt is linked
to the hotel, so that a lonely resident can enjoy the buzz of hotel life. Many of the new
apartments are precisely this – hotels for the wealthy, in which rooms are either secured
for exclusive enjoyment, or purchased as a means of speculation in the Sochi real estate
market. 
44 The same story can be told of many post-Soviet spaces, but the ambitions that have been
exercised on Sochi bring the contrasts between old and new into heightened contrast.
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The result is a palimpsest in which the still legible passages through the old city haunt
the memories of those who preserve the values that the Soviet resort represented. The
same coherence that appeals to admirers of the Soviet Sochi, however, sealed the city’s
fate in recent years: the sanatorium system broke down because of the weakening of
trade unions,  which itself  resulted from a decline in industrial  production caused by
radical  changes to political  and economic structures.  Once these changes took place,
there was little chance that the old city and its temperament could have been maintained.
As a  planned city,  the Soviet  Sochi  was deeply integrated into the project  of  nation
building, and was shaped by a complex network of financial and social commitments. As
such,  it  spoke to the eye in profound ways that have not,  and could not have been,
preserved. 
45 One might conclude that Sochi’s unique geopolitical potential within Russia was more
viably fulfilled in the Soviet period than it has been in recent years, despite record levels
of  investment in the region’s  latest  redevelopment.  The city continues to be used to
promote national  ideas,  but  now appears  as  a  financial  contrivance –  an investment
instrument drawing money to the region with little regard for human and environmental
costs. A city built by the people and for the people is being remade by migrant workers
according  to  exploitative  labor  and  emigration  policies  for  the  benefit  of  a  small,
privileged class. As an architectural model, it is a pyramid that has thus far reflected the
worst features of both Wall Street and Egypt. Frank Lloyd Wright once called the modern
capitalist city a “haphazard money-mountain” made to “confuse men and materials,” and
described the skyscraper as a fitting habitation for the “rugged individualist” of modern
industrialism. As we have seen, the new Sochi reflects an individualism that is neither
rugged nor industrial, but ephemeral. It is a capital of the new Russia, bold but uncertain,
praying daily  toward the capitalist  Mecca of  growth.  Perhaps  the city’s  new gaming
establishments, set to open in 2015, will pay off in ways that Putin’s own wagers have not,
bringing new tourism and investment to the city. They will, at the very least, continue a
tradition of exploiting the “Caucasian Riviera” for the cultivation of values and habits –
values  and  habits  that  are  themselves  suggestively  represented  in  the  changing
architecture of Sochi.
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ABSTRACTS
Sochi has undergone two major reconstructions in the past one hundred years: in the 1930s the
formerly quiet town was rapidly expanded into a model Soviet health resort zone, and in recent
years the area has been redeveloped as  an event venue and investment vehicle  for  the new
Russia.  Both projects were undertaken on a massive scale and at a rapid pace, and each was
intended to model and promote new national ideals. The result today is a dramatic architectural
palimpsest, in which the imprints of these very different value systems overlap with particular
contrast. Preservation efforts in the city have been especially attentive to the ways in which the
architectural and socio-economic practices of the recent redevelopment project clash with those
represented in the city’s Soviet layer. While many of the buildings and parks representing the
city’s Soviet heritage have been protected, most agree that the former atmosphere they created
has been lost. Contemporary Sochi thus provides an instructive case study on cultural landscape
as a problem in architectural preservation. 
Au  cours  du  siècle  passé,  Soči  a  subi  deux  reconstructions  majeures.  Dans  les  années  1930,
l’ancienne petite bourgade s’est transformée en une station balnéaire soviétique moderne. Ces
dernières années, la région a été redéveloppée pour devenir un lieu de rendezvous de la nouvelle
Russie et un vecteur de ses investissements.  Les deux projets ont été entrepris à une grande
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échelle et à un rythme rapide, et chacun d’entre eux a été pensé pour modeler et promouvoir des
idéaux nationaux nouveaux. Le résultat aujourd’hui est un palimpseste architectural dramatique,
où les empreintes de ces systèmes de valeurs très différents se chevauchent sans harmonie. Les
pratiques architecturales et socio-économiques du récent projet de redéveloppement jurent avec
la  couche  soviétique.  Alors  que  beaucoup  de  bâtiments  et  de  parcs  représentant  l’héritage
soviétique ont été protégés, les commentateurs tombent d’accord pour dire que leur ancienne
atmosphère  a  été  perdue.  Le  Soči  contemporain  présente  ainsi  une  étude  de  cas  instructive
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